Water Closet Carriers

Josam Company offers water closet carriers to sustain the weight required for the perfect installation. Third
party testing has demonstrated that the design of Josam’s carrier exceeds the standards while only featuring
one bolt as opposed to two on each side, saving installation time.
Josam is the only manufacturer to offer water closet carriers with three types of bowl connections including
a Tapered thread extension (-PF), O-Ring extension (-OR), and a Compression ring extension (-CR) in
either a Standard or Pre-fab carrier package. Josam’s Pre-Fab water closet carriers have feet specially
designed for angle iron or unistrut mounting and when specified, can be pre-assembled prior to delivering
at the installation site, making the process smooth and easy, while saving time and money.
FEATURES AND BENEFITS
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•
•

Tapered thread, O-Ring, or Compression ring extension
Standard or Pre-Fab Carrier Package
300, 500, 750, or 1,000 lb capacities
Same chase requirements for up to 750 lb capacity
Added Stability with dual anchor foot
One bolt rail system
Adjustable Connection

•
•
•
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•

Adjustable Pylon Feet
ABS extension with integral test cap
Chrome plated trim
Coated accessories & Neoprene fixture gaskets
For use with blowout or siphon jet water closets
Packaged in shrink wrap material

All water closet carriers come packaged in biodegradable shrink wrap
material with all parts secured in the one package and tagged saving time
and money on the job site.

THE ONLY MANUFACTURER TO OFFER WATER
CLOSET CARRIERS IN THREE OPTIONS
Tapered Thread Extension 12000-PF
• NPT Thread
• Available with standard pylon feet or
Pre-Fab adjustable foot (PAF) with
Pre-Fab Faceplate Gasket (PFG)
• 300 (Std), 500 (SD), 750 (SDH) &
1,000 (XSD) lb capacities

O-Ring Extension 12000-OR
• Straight Thread (Allows Length Adjustment)
• O-Ring in faceplate
• Available with standard pylon feet or
Pre-Fab adjustable foot (PAF) with
Pre-Fab Faceplate Gasket (PFG)
• 300 (Std), 500 (SD), 750 (SDH) &
1,000 (XSD) lb capacities

Compression Ring Extension 12000-CR
• Compression O-Ring (Allows Length Adjustment)
• Optional Foam sleeve for adjusting extension
through the wall (PS)
• Optional reusable steel Test Bracket
for pressure test (TB)
• Ability to customize nipple length by
substituting with a 4" PVC pipe
• Available with standard pylon feet or
Pre-Fab adjustable foot (PAF) with
Pre-Fab Faceplate Gasket (PFG)
• 300 (Std), 500 (SD), 750 (SDH) &
1,000 (XSD) lb capacities
The weight capacity of a water closet carrier should be an important factor when considering which solution
is best for your application. Although Josam’s closet carriers are available in 300, 500, 750 and 1‚000 lb
capacities, it is important to be aware that the initial weight applied on the unit is often increased to almost
double due to the momentum force which causes the pressure on the unit to exceed the recommended
weight limit. For this reason, Josam suggests that for most applications the –SDH 750 lb carrier option,
provided standard with its patented one bolt “labor savings” design, be used.
When specifying or choosing water closet carriers for your next project, get peace of mind knowing that
Josam’s unmatched offering will provide versatility to suit your project requirements, labor savings features to
suit both onsite and prefab installations, and a design that leads the industry in weight testing to avoid any
potential weight load issues.

Take advantage of Josam’s various options and labor savings
features for all of your water closet carrier needs.
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